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The megaThe mega--event Processevent Process

 The mega-event preparations require a
massive labour of integrated planning and
creativity

 The successful rebranding of the ‘city’ is
not (just) a matter of ‘image’ and
reputation

 It is about deep-seated transformative
and sustainable change

 We can call this ‘place-making’.



Mega-event Transformation: conceptualising a platform for
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The frameworks in place in

ODA, LOCOG , DCMS and

other agencies’ ‘legacy’

documentation are sufficient

to assure the Olympic

development in each

interdependent phase up to

and including the Olympic

‘experience’.

There is a risk, however, that

‘the ‘final’ stage’ –

Transformation’ will not be

achieved or sustained as the

necessary investment,

governance and leadership

might not be in place – or –

as is more likely – will

become to pressurised and

distracted – and therefore

fragmentary.

Such fragmentation as

numerous studies (refs)

show, is at the heart of

under-exploited mega-event

legacy exemplars.
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change
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Each step towards the legacy depends upon secure
confidence in the actual or expected
completion/fulfilment of the previous stage.

See Pine and Gilmore (1999) The Experience Economy for a
similar conception of business development and consumer

experience.

Ongoing psychosocial and economic
investment (public and private) is
dependent upon the ongoing credibility
of this narrative – an authentic sense of
moving towards a transformative event



The aims of eventThe aims of event--driven place (redriven place (re--)making)making

• Improving ‘location factors’ (Preuss 2007) attracts
tourists and investment-based revenue streams –
to produce jobs

• Identifying typologies of tourist desire/destination
is an important task in gaining attention and
intention from diverse tourist types

• Integrating tourism-developmental planning with
community and regenerative planning...
– i.e. Remake the city as not just a good destination but

a good place to live

• Managing anxieties and realities connected to
safety and security.



The Role of tourismThe Role of tourism –– real andreal and
virtualvirtual
• i.e.The development of the place, London/Brazilian

cities as ‘open brands’ – Alertness to complexes of
‘informal brand reputation systems’ via web 2.0 –
travel writing/journalism/social networking

• The future tourist city is a ‘virtual destination before
it becomes a real one’ as this event today attests.

• The mega-event opens this space and this
opportunity – but it must be sustained

• Our networks for connecting and knowing the world,
remote/and familiar places, are inflected by new
means/new media and new relationships . It is
important to cultivate this mode of connection



ReRe--mappng and new networksmappng and new networks

• The mega event in London (2012) has
afforded a means to begin to re-think, re-
map and re-balance the city-space
– To re-stage the (London) city map for a global.

Regional and national audience and for the city-
inhabitants.

– To re-stage the UK map – for tourists

– To reflect on the current strength of UK and
London tourism, and to assert London’s role as a
gateway to the UK tourism offer – across nations
(Scotland,.Wales etc. N.Ireland) and regions
(South West. North East etc.)



The endThe end

 And many thanks and good wishes for
2014 and 2016 and after...


